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ReviewStem Cells and Pattern Formation
in the Nervous System:
The Possible versus the Actual*
sometimes seems as if NSC biology has proceeded
apace and apart, if not willfully ignorant, at least pas-
sively neglecting to integrate these discoveries into its
perspective on neural development. And to some extent,
the converse is also true. In part, the increasing diver-
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gence between the fields of neural pattern formation—
neuroembryology, for short—and NSC biology reflects
their focus on different questions. Neurembryology hasIntroduction
been primarily concerned with understanding the con-Neural stem cells (NSCs) are broadly defined as multi-
trol of cell fate: what do progenitor cells do, and howpotent, self-renewing progenitor cells. In the central ner-
do they do it? NSC biologists, however, are concernedvous system (CNS), these cells generate neurons, astro-
not only with cell fate determination but also with devel-cytes, and oligodendrocytes. In the peripheral nervous
opmental potential: what can stem and progenitor cellssystem (PNS), they generate neurons, Schwann cells,
do, given the opportunity? This latter issue is crucial inand other neural crest derivatives such as smooth mus-
applying NSC biology to the treatment of disease. Acle cells. Over the past few years, remarkable progress
central dichotomy facing NSC biologists is, therefore,has been made in identifying and understanding the
to understand the difference between fate and potential:properties of these elusive cells. Yet recently there has
in a word, the actual versus the possible.been a quantal increase in the attention afforded stem
In some respects, the ways that NSC biologists andcells, in both the scientific and lay communities. What
neuroembryologists think about neural development seemaccounts for this heightened level of interest? What do
to have grown so divergent that one begins to wonderwe really know about these cells, and what remains to
whether they have anything to contribute to each otherbe learned?
anymore. To state it in extreme terms, is NSC biologyMuch of the excitement about NSCs reflects their
becoming a field of applied neuroscience, one in whichpromise for treating neurological illnesses such as Par-
it does not matter whether the behavior of isolated stemkinson Disease (Bjorklund and Lindvall, 2000). There
cells is an accurate reflection of their normal propertieshas also been a rediscovery of Joseph Altman’s original
in vivo, so long as they are therapeutically useful? Andfinding that neurogenesis persists into adulthood in se-
have issues of cell lineage and commitment becomelected regions of the brain (Gage, 2000). The confirma-
conceptually irrelevant to understanding pattern forma-tion that adult neurogenesis can occur—at least in some
tion in the developing nervous system?areas—has fueled the hope that mobilization of such
The perspective of this review is that there are indeedendogenous NSCs might provide an alternative therapy
opportunities for a better integration of the two fields.for brain diseases (not to mention a way of making us all
To provide grist for this process, the first part of thissmarter), although many obstacles remain (Rakic, 1998).
article will summarize what we have learned so far aboutThis review is structured to serve two purposes. The
the basic mechanisms underlying NSC behavior, focus-first is to summarize the progress that has been made
ing primarily on NSCs isolated from embryos. The sec-in understanding the biology of NSCs and to point out
ond part briefly reviews our growing understanding ofsome of the unsolved problems that remain. Some of
adult NSCs. These sections are intended as much tothe basic questions to be addressed include the follow-
introduce outsiders to the intellectual orientation of NSCing: How do NSCs choose their fates? To what extent
biology, as to review the literature for practitioners indo cell-autonomous programs in NSCs, versus the se-
the field. The latter two sections then discuss ways inquential presentation of instructive signals, underlie the
which recent advances in neuroembryology impact onorderly generation of neurons and glia in the developing
several outstanding issues in NSC biology. However, itbrain? What determines the self-renewal capacity of
is beyond the scope of this article to provide a compre-NSCs? Which cells in the brain are stem cells, and are
hensive survey of neural pattern formation, and thetheir properties immutable or do they change over time?
reader is referred to other reviews for more detail (Lums-And just how broad is the developmental potential of
den and Krumlauf, 1996; Lee and Jessell, 1999; Jessell,NSCs—is there a unitary NSC for all the different types
2000; Wilson and Rubenstein, 2000).of neurons in the brain?
The second purpose of this review is to explore how
our understanding of NSC biology can be better inte- Control of Self-Renewal and Differentiation
in Neural Stem Cellsgrated with our growing understanding of neural pattern
formation. Over the last decade, there has been sub- The Nervous System Contains Self-Renewing
Progenitors of Neurons and Gliastantial progress in defining the source, identity, and
mechanism of action of the inductive signals that pattern A cardinal feature of stem cells is their ability to self-
renew: that is, to divide so as to give rise to at least onethe generation of different neuronal subtypes within the
developing neuroepithelium (Jessell, 2000). And yet it daughter that maintains the multipotent character of its
parent (Figure 1) (reviewed in Morrison et al., 1997). Such
multipotent, self-renewing progenitors of neurons and† E-mail: mancusog@caltech.edu
* With apologies to Franc¸ois Jacob. glia were first identified by in vitro subcloning experi-
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Figure 1. Non-Self-Renewing and Self-Renewing Multipotential
Progenitors
(A) A non-self-renewing multipotential progenitor generates progeny
that are immediately committed to different fates.
(B1) A symmetrically dividing self-renewing stem cell divides to gen-
erate either two stem cells (gold spheres) or two committed progen-
itors.
(B2) An asymmetrically dividing self-renewing stem cell.
Type “A” progenitors can be distinguished from self-renewing pro-
genitors only by subcloning or serial transplantation experiments.
Type “B1” and “B2” progenitors can be distinguished by determining
whether the clonal progeny of a single stem cell contain multiple
stem cells (B1) or a single stem cell (B2). Current evidence supports
a model like B1 for NSCs (Stemple and Anderson, 1992; Davis and
Temple, 1994).
ments in the PNS (Stemple and Anderson, 1992) and
Figure 2. Cortical NSC Lineages In Vitrosubsequently in the CNS (Temple and Davis, 1994; Gritti
et al., 1996; Johe et al., 1996; Palmer et al., 1997; Rey- Actual genealogies of individual founder cells (E, F, G, and H) recon-
structed from time lapse video recordings of cortical NSCs grownnolds and Weiss, 1996). More recently, evidence has
in defined medium in the absence of other cell types (Qian et al.,been provided in the PNS that cells with these properties
2000). Note that the sequential generation of neurons (N) and thenexist in vivo (Morrison et al., 1999). In the embryonic
glia (–) observed in vivo is reproduced in vitro. Asterisks (E) indicate
CNS, the identity of these cells in vivo is less certain, in examples of asymmetric divisions; closed circle indicates symmetric
part because they coexist with more abundant popula- division producing only nonneuronal cells; closed diamonds indicate
tions of fate-restricted precursors to neurons or glia symmetric divisions producing only neurons. “X” indicates dead
cell. Reproduced with permission from Qian et al. (2000).(Grove et al., 1993; Luskin et al., 1993; Williams and
Price, 1995).
Intrinsic Control of Neural Stem Cell Self-Renewal
It is often assumed that individual stem cells necessarily possibility that this subculturing caused committed glial
progenitors to dedifferentiate to a more primitive, neuro-self-renew via asymmetric divisions (Figure 1B2). How-
ever, such asymmetry may instead be a property of stem genic state (Palmer et al., 1999; Kondo and Raff, 2000)
has not been completely excluded. Resolution of thiscell populations, in which all divisions are symmetric
(Figure 1B1), but on average 50% are self-renewing and issue will require the development of definitive markers
that distinguish NSCs from glial progenitors.50% are differentiative (Morrison et al., 1997; Fuchs
and Segre, 2000). Subcloning studies of PNS and CNS Control of Asymmetric Cell Divisions. The mechanistic
basis of mitotic asymmetry in neural progenitor cells isNSCs indicated that they can undergo symmetric self-
renewing divisions (Stemple and Anderson, 1992; Davis of interest, independent of whether such divisions are
self-renewing or differentiative. Studies in Drosophilaand Temple, 1994; Johe et al., 1996). More recent time
lapse studies indicate that multipotent cortical progeni- have identified a number of genes whose mRNAs and/
or proteins are asymmetrically localized in progenitortors divide asymmetrically, both in vitro (Figure 2, aster-
isks) (Qian et al., 1998, 2000) and in vivo (Chen and cells prior to division (e.g., see Rhyu et al., 1994). Some of
these genes are themselves determinants of asymmetry,McConnell, 1995; Noctor et al., 2001). Whether these
asymmetric divisions are self-renewing is not com- while others are determinants of cell fate (reviewed in
Lu et al., 2000a). Interestingly, asymmetrically distrib-pletely clear. Subculturing the nonneuronal progeny of
such divisions (Figure 2, closed circle) in a different uted cell fate determinants, such as NUMB, can interact
with genes that influence cell fate by mediating cell-cellmedium containing FGF2 yielded cells that could once
again generate neurons, suggesting that self-renewal interactions, such as NOTCH (reviewed in Jan and Jan,
1995). The ability to manipulate expression of vertebratehad indeed occurred (Qian et al., 2000). However, the
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homologs of such genes (Verdi et al., 1996; Zhong et be at work. However, it is also possible that such stereo-
typy instead reflects reproducible local cell–cell interac-al., 1996; Wakamatsu et al., 2000) in cultured stem cells,
and to monitor their effects on asymmetric divisions, tions, as shown for many invariant cell genealogies in
C. elegans (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989).should provide an important avenue to determining their
functions. Neurogenesis and Gliogenesis May Proceed through
Committed Precursors. Do multipotent NSCs “throw off”Extrinsic Control of Neural Stem Cell Self-Renewal
Are there self-renewal factors for NSCs? Studies of stem postmitotic progeny that directly differentiate into neu-
rons, or do they instead generate neurons via a prolifer-cell self-renewal require the identification of factors that
promote stem cell division. It is possible that there are ating, committed neuronal progenitor? Embryonic corti-
cal stem cells produce symmetrically dividing progenysingle growth factors that both promote cell division
and maintain the stem cell state. However, not all factors that generate only neurons (Figure 2, r) (Qian et al.,
1998). Although the observation of such fate-restrictedthat make stem cells divide are necessarily self-renewal
factors; for example, they could promote differentiative progenitors does not by itself prove commitment, anala-
gous restricted neuronal precursors have been isolateddivisions. Conversely, there could be factors that main-
tain the stem cell state, but do not promote cell division. from the enteric nervous system (Lo and Anderson,
1995) and spinal cord (Mayer-Proschel et al., 1997) andStem Cell Mitogens. CNS-NSCs can be grown in
growth factor-supplemented serum-free media, either appear refractory to glial-inducing signals. Conversely,
restricted glial progenitors have been isolated from spi-as floating aggregates of cells, called “neurospheres”
(Reynolds and Weiss, 1992), or as attached monolayer nal cord (Rao and Mayer-Proschel, 1997). The sequential
production of apparently committed neuroblasts andcultures. The proliferation of such cells can be promoted
by FGF2 (Kilpatrick and Bartlett, 1993; Ray et al., 1993; glioblasts (Qian et al., 2000) may account for the fact
that in the developing CNS the frequency of neuron-Vescovi et al., 1993; Kilpatrick and Bartlett, 1995; Palmer
et al., 1995; Gritti et al., 1996). Recently, a glycosylated restricted precursors is higher at early stages, while at
later stages glial-restricted precursors are more promi-form of the cysteine protease inhibitor cystatin C (CCg)
has been shown to cooperate with FGF2 to permit the nent (Williams and Price, 1995).
Extrinsic Control of Neural Stem Cell Differentiationgrowth of adult hippocampal progenitors (AHPs) at
clonal density (Taupin et al., 2000). CCg is produced The fate of NSCs can also be influenced by cell-extrinsic
factors, in addition to cell-intrinsic mechanisms. Manyby AHPs themselves, suggesting that autocrine factors
may cooperate with mitogens such as FGF2 to promote of these extrinsic factors appear to act instructively,
promoting the choice of one fate at the expense ofself-renewal. NSCs also undergo changes in their mito-
gen responsiveness with development. Thus, for exam- others, rather than by selectively supporting the survival
or proliferation of lineage-committed progenitors (Met-ple, embryonic FGF2-responsive NSCs later acquire
EGF responsiveness (Reynolds et al., 1992; Johe et al., calf, 1989, 1991).
Instructive Glial Differentiation Signals. Glial growth1996; Tropepe et al., 1999), by a mechanism that in-
volves upregulation of the EGF receptor by FGF2 itself factor II (GGF-II), now known as an isoform of Neuregu-
lin-1 (Nrg-1) (Marchionni et al., 1993), instructively pro-(Burrows et al., 1997; Lillien and Raphael, 2000). Wnt
family members also appear to be promising candidates motes Schwann cell differentiation by NCSCs (Shah et
al., 1994). Nrg-1 also promotes the survival and prolifera-for NSC mitogens, based on their function in vivo (Ikeya
et al., 1997), but have not yet been tested in vitro. tion of committed Schwann cell precursors (Dong et al.,
1995), but these effects cannot explain its influence onCan the activity of factors that maintain the multipo-
tency of NSCs be uncoupled from that of stem cell mito- NCSCs (Shah and Anderson, 1997). Recently, the Notch
ligand Delta-1 was shown to instructively promotegens? Ligands of the transmembrane receptor Notch
have been leading candidates for such an activity. Ge- Schwann cell differentiation by NCSCs (Morrison et al.,
2000b) in vitro. Whether Notch promotes gliogenesisnetic data indicate that Notch signaling can maintain
neuroepithelial progenitors in a multipotent state (re- directly, or does so indirectly by promoting an irrevers-
ible loss of neurogenic capacity, is uncertain since Notchviewed in Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999), without influ-
encing proliferation. However, recent data suggest that signaling is known to inhibit expression of vertebrate
proneural genes such as Neurogenins (Ma et al., 1996,Notch signaling in at least some kinds of neural progeni-
tor cells may actually promote glial differentiation, rather 1998). Recently, however, NEUROGENIN1 was shown
to directly inhibit transcription of the glial marker genethan promoting self-renewal (Wang and Barres, 2000).
Whether this is generally true of Notch signaling in all Gfap (Sun et al., 2001), independent of its effect to pro-
mote neuronal differentiation. In this way, Notch ligandsNSCs remains to be determined.
Intrinsic Control of Neural Stem such as Delta-1 might promote glial differentiation by
inhibiting inhibitors of glial-specific gene expression.Cell Differentiation
In vivo, neurons are usually generated before astrocytes Instructive glial differentiation signals have also been
identified for CNS-NSCs. CNTF (Johe et al., 1996), BMPsand oligodendrocytes. Does this reflect an intrinsic “timer”
operating in NSCs, or rather the sequential presentation of (Gross et al., 1996; Rajan and McKay, 1998), and FGF2
(Qian et al., 1997) have all been shown to promotefirst neurogenic and then gliogenic instructive signals?
Individual cortical stem cells in clonal microculture un- astrocyte differentiation in vitro. Studies in both the cor-
tex and retina have provided evidence that Notch, ordergo stereotyped patterns of cell divisions that lead to
the sequential production of first neurons, and then glia its downstream transcriptional effectors such as Hes
genes, can promote CNS astrocytic glial differentiation(Qian et al., 1998, 2000) (Figure 2). The observation of
such stereotyped cell lineages would suggest that cell- in vivo (Furukawa et al., 2000; Gaiano et al., 2000; Hojo
et al., 2000; reviewed in Wang and Barres, 2000), as wellautonomous mechanisms of fate determination might
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(Mehler et al., 2000; Morrison et al., 2000b). PDGF biases
embryonic cortical and striatal NSCs to a neuronal fate
(Johe et al., 1996; Williams et al., 1997). As mentioned
earlier, embryonic cortical NSCs spontaneously gener-
ate neuronal precursors in a defined medium (Qian et
al., 1998), but whether this reflects an autonomous, “de-
fault” program, or a cell-heritable memory of an earlier
exposure to an instructive signal, is unclear.
An unanswered question is how the effects of instruc-
tive differentiation factors on NSCs relate to the produc-
tion of lineage-restricted precursors. A simplifying hy-
pothesis is that such factors promote the generation of
such restricted precursors. However, this has not yet
been demonstrated. Alternatively, instructive factors
may promote direct differentiation of multipotent stem
cells to particular fates, bypassing production of neuro-
blast or glioblast intermediates. Time lapse observations
of NSCs exposed to instructive signals should help re-
solve this issue.
Integration of Competing Extracellular Signals
by NSCs
In vivo, it is unlikely that NSCs encounter instructive
signals only one at a time. What happens when theseFigure 3. Possible Responses of Stem Cells Exposed to Competing
Instructive Signals for Alternative Fates cells are exposed concurrently to multiple, competing
instructive signals (Figure 3)? When NCSCs are exposed(A) The stem cell (gold sphere) is instructed to differentiate to either
of two cell types (green or red sphere) by two different instructive to both BMP2 and Nrg-1, neuronal differentiation pre-
signals (a or b, respectively). dominates and glial differentiation is almost completely
(B–F) Possible influences of a and b acting in combination. suppressed (Shah and Anderson, 1997). This does not,
(B and C) One or the other of the original two fates predominates.
however, reflect an immutable dominance of neuronal(D) Both fates are produced in equal proportions.
over glial differentiation: when similar cells are con-(E) A novel fate (orange sphere) is produced.
fronted with BMP2 plus Delta-1, glial differentiation in-(F) Differentiation is inhibited completely.
stead predominates (Morrison et al., 2000b). Similar
studies of bipotent cortical progenitor cells have shown
that when these cells are exposed to both PDGF, which
promotes neuronal differentiation, and CNTF, which pro-as in vitro (Tanigaki et al., 2001). Multiple extracellular
motes astrocytic differentiation, PDGF predominatessignals have been suggested to promote oligodendro-
(Park et al., 1999).cyte differentiation, including thyroid hormone (Johe et
These studies suggest that NSCs may behave likeal., 1996) and Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) (Poncet et al., 1996;
dynamic microprocessors, whose output is a functionOrentas et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2000b). Whether Shh is a
not only of the absolute and relative concentrations oftrue instructive signal for the oligodendrocyte fate, or
ambient instructive signals, but also of an internal inte-rather acts as a mitogen or survival factor for oligoden-
gration function that computes the response of the cellsdrocyte precursors, remains uncertain.
to such signals. There is emerging evidence that thisInstructive Neuronal Differentiation Signals. Neuronal
internal integration function may change in NSCs withfates, like glial fates, can be promoted by instructive
time (Figure 4). For example, postmigratory NCSCs areextracellular signals acting on NSCs. One such neuronal
less responsive to BMP2, and more responsive toinducing signal is BMP2, which instructively promotes
Delta-1, than are migratory NCSCs obtained from earlierautonomic neurogenesis (as well as some smooth mus-
embryos (White et al., 2001; D. J. A., J. M. Verdi, et al.,cle differentiation) by NCSCs (Shah et al., 1996). Implan-
unpublished data). The molecular basis of this differencetation of noggin-soaked beads blocks sympathetic
is not fully understood, but may involve both decreasedneuron differentiation in vivo (Schneider et al., 1999),
expression of the type Ia BMP receptor and increasedsuggesting that BMPs are necessary as well as sufficient
expression of Notch, in the postmigratory stem cellsfor autonomic neurogenesis. Several downstream tran-
(D. J. A., J. M. Verdi, et al., unpublished data). Similarly,scription effectors of BMP2/4 have been identified, in-
in the retina TGF-a initially promotes proliferation andcluding Mash1 and Phox2b (reviewed in Christiansen et
later Mu¨ller glial cell differentiation, by a mechanism thatal., 2000).
involves an increase in EGF receptor expression (Lillien,Multiple signals have been identified that promote
1995).neuronal differentiation by CNS progenitors. BMPs pro-
mote neuronal differentiation by cortical ventricular zone
precursors (Li et al., 1998). In contrast, they inhibit neu- Stem Cells in the Adult CNS
Some of the most exciting findings about NSCs in theronal differentiation of adult subventricular zone (SVZ)
precursors, due to their effect to promote astrocyte dif- last decade concern their existence in the adult brain.
At present, many of these studies are inherently phe-ferentiation (Lim et al., 2000). Thus, the same factor
may initially promote neurogenesis and later gliogenesis nomenological, fact-finding in nature. They set the stage
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brain regions (Reynolds and Weiss, 1992; Richards et al.,
1992; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1993; Morshead et al., 1994;
Gage et al., 1995; Gritti et al., 1996; Palmer et al., 1997).
More recently, it has been shown that dividing SVZ-
derived neuroblasts ablated with antimitotic agents in
vivo can be regenerated, apparently from a pool of
slowly dividing stem cells resistant to such ablation
(Doetsch et al., 1999). What remains uncertain and con-
troversial, however, is the location and identity of such
stem cells in the brain.
What Cells Are the Stem Cells in the Adult Brain?
The mere fact that a cell can be labeled by in vivo admin-
istration of BrdU does not mean that it is necessarily a
stem cell (Morshead et al., 1994). In the absence of
definitive markers that can be tightly correlated with
the key functional properties of multipotency and self-
renewal established by independent assays, stem cells
cannot be positively identified in situ. Given the lack of
such definitive markers for CNS-NSCs, it is not surpris-
ing that the identity and location of these cells in the
adult brain is a matter of debate (reviewed in Barres,Figure 4. Neural Stem Cells as Dynamic Microprocessors
1999).The stem cell contains an internal integrator (e) that computes an
Two groups have studied the location of the stemoutput response to various inputs, in this case, instructive signals
for neuronal (Sn) and glial (Sg) differentiation. This integrator can cells that generate the granule cells of the olfactory bulb.
change as a function of time so that the relative influence of the One has concluded that these stem cells are differenti-
inputs (thickness of solid arrows) changes in a way that affects the ated ependymal cells, specialized, ciliated glia that line
probability of different outputs (thickness of dashed arrows). the ventricle wall (Johansson et al., 1999). Another
has concluded that they are not ependymal cells but
rather astrocyte-like cells expressing GFAP in the SVZ
(Doetsch et al., 1999). These conflicting results may re-for studies to elucidate the cellular and molecular mech-
flect differences in experimental technique, and it isanisms underlying the control of adult NSC proliferation,
possible that in vivo SVZ stem cells are lineally deriveddifferentiation, and migration. It is beyond the scope of
from ciliated ependymal cells. Nevertheless, one recentthis review to cover this expanding field in detail, and the
study has confirmed that stem cells can be derived fromreader is referred to recent reviews for more information
cultures of SVZ astrocytes, but not of ciliated ependymal(Temple and Alvarez-Buylla, 1999; Gage, 2000; Scharff,
cells (Laywell et al., 2000).
2000).
In the hippocampal subgranular zone, clusters of
The Adult Nervous System Contains Resident
BrdU-labeled, undifferentiated cells are often found in
Populations of Stem Cells
close proximity to dividing endothelial cells located at
In the early 1960s, [3H]-thymidine labeling studies by the tips of capillaries (Palmer et al., 2000). If such BrdU-
Joseph Altman suggested that neurogenesis might oc- labeled cells are indeed NSCs, it would suggest that
cur in certain regions of the adult rodent brain (Altman, these cells may divide in a specific “niche” that is tightly
1962; Altman and Das, 1966; Altman, 1969), but this associated with blood vessels. There is evidence that
conclusion was not generally accepted. More recently, brain endothelial cells can provide trophic factors, such
however, Altman’s observations have been confirmed as BDNF, to differentiated neurons (Leventhal et al.,
using more modern methods. For example, retroviral 1999), but whether they also provide growth factors for
or BrdU labeling studies have shown that progenitors NSCs remains to be determined. The finding that divid-
residing in the SVZ migrate to the olfactory bulb and ing endothelial cells are closely associated with dividing
differentiate into local interneurons (Luskin, 1993; Lois neural progenitors also raises the possibility of bidirec-
and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994). Similarly, in the hippocam- tional communication between the two cell types.
pus, progenitors in the subgranular zone differentiate Are There Stem Cells in Nonneurogenic Regions of
to granule cells in the dentate gyrus (Kuhn et al., 1996). the Adult Brain? Do stem cells exist only in those regions
The demonstration that neurogenesis occurs in the adult of the adult brain that actively undergo neurogenesis,
dentate gyrus has been subsequently extended from or are there also latent stem cell populations in other
rodents to nonhuman primates (Gould et al., 1999b; Kor- brain regions? This question is important because it
nack and Rakic, 1999), and to humans as well (Eriksson bears on the issue of whether reactivation of endoge-
et al., 1998). Still controversial, however (Nowakowski nous stem cells could be used to treat brain injury or
and Hayes, 2000), is the question of whether neurogen- disease in regions that do not undergo natural turnover,
esis occur in the adult primate cerebral cortex (Gould such as the striatum for Huntington’s Disease. Using
et al., 1999c). culture conditions similar or identical to those used to
The idea that such adult neuronal precursors are stem grow stem cells from the hippocampus or SVZ, stem
cells has been supported mainly by in vitro studies dem- cells have indeed been obtained in vitro from nonneuro-
onstrating that multipotent, self-renewing progenitors genic regions of the adult CNS, such as the spinal cord
(Palmer et al., 1995; Weiss et al., 1996; Shihabuddin etof neurons and glia can be cultured from these adult
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al., 2000). However, in the absence of definitive markers How Broad Is the Developmental Potential
of CNS Stem Cells?to visualize these cells in situ, it remains possible that
Is There a Generic Stem Cell for the Entire CNS?these cells exhibit stem-like properties in vitro but not
Much of the logic and rationale of neural stem cell biol-in vivo, as a consequence of reprogramming or dediffer-
ogy are derived from studies of stem cells in the hemato-entiation (Palmer et al., 1999; Kondo and Raff, 2000).
poietic system (Morrison et al., 1994). Central to theThe Production of New Neurons from Stem
hematopoietic stem cell concept is the existence of aCells In Vivo Can Be Modulated
unitary self-renewing progenitor that can give rise toby the Organism’s Environment
all of the lineages of the adult hematopoietic systemDoes adult neurogenesis occur at a fixed, constitutive
(Spangrude et al., 1988). Is there an analagous, genericrate, or can it be influenced by the organism’s environ-
stem cell for the entire mature nervous system?ment and/or behavior? Recent studies have demon-
CNS NSCs Expanded In Vitro Can Generate Appro-strated that rats raised in an “enriched” environment
priate Cell Types in Multiple Brain Regions. A number of(larger cage with exercise wheel, toys, opportunity for
investigators have shown that neural stem or progenitorinteraction with other animals) have a significantly higher
cells expanded in vitro and transplanted into differentlevel of ongoing neurogenesis in the hippocampus
brain regions in vivo have a remarkably broad develop-(Kempermann et al., 1997b). Learning appears to pro-
mental capacity (see Figure 7B, left). For example, adultduce similar effects (Gould et al., 1999a), as does exer-
hippocampal stem cells can give rise to specific andcise (van Praag et al., 1999b). Some of these effects
region-appropriate cell types not only in the hippocam-
involve an increase in the number of proliferating pro-
pus, but also in the olfactory bulb, cerebellum, and retina
genitor cells, while others reflect the rescue of newly (Gage et al., 1995; Suhonen et al., 1996; Takahashi et
generated neurons that would otherwise have died (dis- al., 1998). Stem cells derived from the human embryonic
cussed in Kempermann et al., 1997b). nervous system and expanded in vitro by oncogenic
Just as some environmental factors can increase adult immortalization exhibit a similarly broad developmental
neurogenesis, others can, conversely, attenuate it. For potential when transplanted in vivo (Flax et al., 1998).
example, the extent of adult hippocampal neurogenesis Such transplanted human NSCs can migrate over long
is decreased by stress, which is also known to decrease distances to colonize different sites of differentiation,
hippocampal cell survival (reviewed in Gould and Cam- especially after implantation into the neonatal brain
eron, 1996). In addition to such environmental effects, (Brustle et al., 1998).
there are strain differences in hippocampal neurogen- Experiments such as these indicate that CNS-NSCs,
esis in mice (Kempermann et al., 1997a), suggesting that from both embryos and adults, have a developmental
genes control the rate of adult neurogenesis as well. potential that is broader than the cell types they normally
The precise magnitude of adult neurogenesis remains generate in any given brain region. While such demon-
difficult to calculate, due to uncertainties in labeling effi- strations do not yet prove that NSCs can generate all
ciency. It can be estimated that the addition of new of the cell types of the mature CNS, they are at least
neurons to the dentate gyrus contributes about 3.3% of consistent with the idea of a generic stem cell for the
the total granule cell population (z270,000 neurons) per brain.
Ex Vivo Expansion of Neural Progenitor Cells Maymonth, and therefore about 0.1% per day (Kempermann
Cause Developmental Reprogramming. Do the broadet al., 1997b). Is this number high enough to be physio-
developmental potentials revealed by such transplanta-logically significant? Recent studies have demonstrated
tion experiments reflect the properties of CNS stem cellsan increased efficacy of synaptic transmission under
in situ? In many of these experiments, the CNS-NSCsconditions where adult neurogenesis is enhanced (van
were isolated by selective growth in defined media con-Praag et al., 1999a). Definitive proof of the functional
taining FGF2. Such “ex vivo expansion” may simply per-import of adult neurogenesis will, however, require ex-
mit the preferential growth of NSCs. Alternatively, it mayperiments in which neurogenesis is specifically in-
broaden the developmental capacities of the cells, inhibited.
effect by reprogramming them (Palmer et al., 1999).Can Endogenous Stem Cells Be Mobilized to Replace
A working definition of “reprogramming,” in this con-Degenerating Neurons? The demonstration that the
text, is the acquisition (or reacquisition) of differentiationadult brain contains stem cells raises the attractive pos-
capacities that the stem cells do not normally possess
sibility that endogenous neurogenesis may be engaged
at the time of their isolation and that are dependent
to repair brain injuries. In support of this idea, a recent upon growth under specific conditions in vitro. The
study showed that a small proportion (,1%) of cortical mechanistic basis of such reprogramming is not clear,
neurons killed by a highly specific photoablation proce- but may involve large-scale chromatin reorganization,
dure could apparently be replaced by dividing cells lo- demethylation (Taylor and Jones, 1979; Jackson-Grusby
cated elsewhere in the brain (Magavi et al., 2000). The et al., 2001), or other epigenetic changes that are not
site of origin of these cells was not, however, estab- usually required for competent progenitors to generate
lished. Such an observation lends hope to the idea that their normal repertoire of differentiated derivatives. Op-
such inducible neurogenesis might be augmented and erationally, this may be tested by determining whether
directed to particular regions for therapeutic purposes. the stem cells are capable of generating such novel
However, the number of new neurons detected was so derivatives in response to the endogenous cues that
small that the efficiency of this process will have to normally elicit differentiation of these derivatives by di-
be drastically increased before such treatments can be rectly transplanting them to relevant sites in vivo without
any intervening culture manipulations (Morrison et al.,seriously considered.
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1999; Lagasse et al., 2000; White et al., 2001). If the cells normally generate only interneurons of the olfactory
do not generate the novel derivative(s) following such bulb, are transplanted to the embryonic nervous system,
transplantation, but do so only after growth in culture, they do not give rise to long projection neurons at places
then it is likely that some sort of reprogramming has and times when such neurons are normally being gener-
occurred in vitro. Reprogramming or dedifferentiation ated from endogenous progenitor cells (Lim et al., 1997).
may also be detectable by unusual combinations of anti- Similarly, progenitor cells from the cortical ventricular
genic marker expression (Kintner and Brockes, 1984). zone of middle-staged ferret embryos can generate neu-
Two recent studies have provided evidence that neu- rons in stage-appropriate layers when transplanted to
ral progenitor cells can undergo apparent dedifferentia- older but not to younger hosts (Desai and McConnell,
tion and acquire a broader developmental potential un- 2000). Such results would seem to argue for regional
der certain conditions in vitro. As mentioned earlier, and temporal restrictions among different populations
oligodendrocyte precursors grown under certain culture of neural progenitor cells and, therefore, to militate
conditions can generate neurons (Omlin and Wald- against the existence of a generic CNS stem cell.
meyer, 1989; Palmer et al., 1999), and the evidence in- The Importance of Prospective Isolation. It could be
creasingly suggests that this reflects reprogramming argued that such transplantation experiments do not
(Kondo et al., 2000). Confirmation of this, however, will test the developmental capacities of stem cells per se,
require the demonstration that prospectively isolated, because they are performed using heterogeneous cell
uncultured oligodendrocyte precursors (Shi et al., 1998) populations and not with prospectively isolated stem
do not generate neurons when transplanted to sites of cells. (“Prospective isolation” means that the stem cells
neurogenesis in vivo. Additional evidence for dedifferen- are purified directly from uncultured tissue, using combi-
tiation followed by redifferentiation has been provided nations of surface markers that separate them from non-
by studies of neural crest-derived melanocytes, which stem cells [Spangrude et al., 1988].) Potentially, there-
have been shown to lose their pigment and convert to fore, the bulk of the differentiated cell types that derive
glial cells upon clonal expansion in endothelin-3 (Dupin from the grafted cells could be generated by more nu-
et al., 2000). merous restricted progenitor cells and not by rarer
These studies indicate that the concern that growth multipotent stem cells. Recently, however, NCSCs pro-
under certain culture conditions can alter the develop- spectively isolated from sciatic nerve and directly
mental potential of neural progenitor cells needs to be grafted into chick embryos were found to generate a
taken more seriously. This concern bears not only on subset of the peripheral neuron subtypes that normally
the question of how many classes of neurons CNS- arise from the neural crest population as a whole (White
NSCs can generate, but also on the more basic issue and Anderson, 1999; White et al., 2001). Since the FACS-
of whether neurogenic stem cells exist in nonneurogenic isolated population consists of up to 90% stem cells
regions of the brain from which they can be cultured (Morrison et al., 1999, 2000a), these results suggest that
(Palmer et al., 1995; Weiss et al., 1996). there are NSCs that are multipotent and self-renewing,
Do Neural Stem Cells Have Nonneural Potential? but that may nevertheless be restricted with respect to
Recently, there has been a spate of articles suggesting the neuronal subtypes they are able to generate.
that stem cells from one tissue or lineage can give rise Very recently, progress has been made in identifying
to differentiated cell types of other organs, to which they surface markers to isolate human CNS-NSCs prospec-
do not normally contribute (reviewed in Morrison, 2001). tively (Uchida et al., 2000). Such isolated cells can mi-
NSCs have contributed to this trend: papers have ap- grate over long distances and differentiate to neurons
peared showing that NSCs can generate blood cells and glia upon transplantation into neonatal rodent
(Bjornson et al., 1999) and skeletal muscle (Galli et al., brains. It will be of great interest to learn the repertoire
2000). One publication has gone further, suggesting that of neuronal and glial subtypes that these isolated cells
NSCs can contribute to multiple tissues from all three
can generate when they are transplanted without prior
germ layers, if transplanted into host embryos of suffi-
ex vivo expansion. It will also be important to develop
ciently early stages (Clarke et al., 2000).
similar markers for murine CNS-NSCs, so that they canSuch observations challenge our conventional wis-
be prospectively isolated from genetically manipulateddom about the meaning of “lineage restriction.” But what
mice.do they really mean? Are “NSCs” actually pluripotent
In this regard, it is of interest that transgenic micestem cells in situ, but ones that generate neural deriva-
expressing GFP from a GFAP promoter have recentlytives only because they are located in the brain? Or
been employed to prospectively isolate E14.5 embry-does the in vitro cultivation necessary to isolate CNS
onic radial glial cells (Malatesta et al., 2000), which haveNSCs result in their reprogramming? Until CNS NSCs
been suggested to be neural stem cells by in vivo lineagepurified from uncultured neural tissue are tested for their
analyses (Gray and Sanes, 1992; Noctor et al., 2001).ability to generate nonneural derivatives, these impor-
Strikingly, although many of the GFAP-GFP-isolated ra-tant questions will remain unanswered.
dial glia generated neurons in culture, and many gener-Direct Transplantation of Neural Progenitors
ated astrocytes, few if any generated clones with bothReveals Apparent Regional Restrictions
cell types (Malatesta et al., 2000). Without applying in-in Developmental Potential
structive signals for astrocyte differentiation, however,In contrast to the broad potentials revealed by trans-
it is not possible to distinguish whether the neurogenicplantation of cultured NSCs, transplantation of uncul-
radial glia were committed to a neuronal fate or rathertured neural progenitors has suggested that they are
were multipotent stem cells that could not make the transi-more restricted in the subtypes of neurons they can
generate. For example, when SVZ progenitors, which tion from neurogenesis to gliogenesis under the ambient
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Figure 5. Stem Cell Biological and Neuroembryological Perspectives on Neural Development
(A) Typical neural stem cell lineage diagram illustrating the generation of different subtypes of neurons and glia (see also Gage, 1998). Different
classes of neurons (NA, NB) are thought to be generated by a committed neuronal precursor (PN), while different classes of glia (astrocyte,
oligodendrocyte) are thought to be generated from a committed glial precursor (PG). “S,” stem cell. The stem cell is arbitrarily shown to divide
asymmetrically, although this need not be the case. Note that the cells are illustrated without reference to their normal anatomical context.
(B) Schematic illustrating the patterning mechanisms that generate different neuronal and glial subtypes along the dorsoventral axis of the
spinal cord (see also Ericson et al., 1997; Briscoe et al., 2000). The dorsoventral axes are initially specified by opposing diffusion gradients
of Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) and BMPs, secreted by signaling centers at the ventral (floorplate, FP) and dorsal (roofplate, RP) midline, respectively.
Subsequently, the ventricular zone (vz) is progressively subdivided into discrete zones of homeodomain transcription factor gene expression
(p3, pMN, p2, etc.), from which different subclasses of neurons (v3, MN, v2, etc.) as well as glia (Oligo, Astro), later emerge (see also Figure
6). For simplicity only the subdivisions of the basal plate (ventral half) of the spinal cord are shown. Note that this view of cell type diversification
is inextricably linked to anatomy.
culture conditions. It is also possible that multipotent NSCs text in which neural progenitors develop. This context
involves a three-dimensional patterning process, initi-are distinct from neurogenic radial glia.
ated by intersecting morphogen gradients, that ulti-
mately parcellates the developing neuroepithelium intoNeural Stem Cell Biology in the Context of Neural
Pattern Formation a mosaic of transcription factor gene expression (Figure
5B). In order to begin to think about how to integrateThe Intellectual Apartheid of Neural Stem Cell
Biology and Neuroembryology these divergent perspectives on neural development, it
is useful first to understand their origins.The iconography of NSC biology often depicts NSCs
as disembodied entities floating about in the biological In part, the distinct intellectual orientations of neuro-
embryology and NSC biology are grounded in the prove-ether (e.g., Figure 5A). By contrast, neuroembryological
schematic illustrations emphasize the anatomical con- nance of the two disciplines. The modern field of neuro-
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Figure 6. Patterning of the Spinal Cord Ventricular Zone into Discrete Progenitor Zones Defined by Different Homeodomain Transcription
Factors
(A) The overlapping expression of class I (dorsal) homeodomain factors (Pax7, Dbx1, Dbx2, Irx3, Pax6) and their mutually exclusive expression
with class II (ventral) factors (Nkx6.1, Nkx2.2) subdivides the ventral (basal) ventricular zone of the spinal cord into five distinct progenitor
domains (p0, p1, p2, pMN, and p3), each defined by a combinatorial code of these homeodomain factors.
(B) These progenitor zones each produce distinct neuronal subtypes: various classes of ventral interneurons (v0, v1, v2, v3) or motoneurons
(MN) (see also Figure 5B).
(C) The homeodomain code for the pMN domain (Nkx6.11, Irx32, Nkx2.22).
Modified with permission from Briscoe et al. (2000).
embryology represents a synthesis of two more mature ogy have come to have such different intellectual and
experimental orientations. In the context of this framework,fields: classical embryology and the genetics of pattern
formation. It has grown into a very successful attempt the following sections discuss how some of the discov-
eries and concepts provided by neuroembryology bearto identify inductive interactions that pattern the devel-
oping nervous system and explain them in molecular on some of the assumptions that underlie the stem cell
biological approach to neural development.terms. It employs both the “cut-and-paste” techniques
of classical embryology and the logic of developmental Is the Molecular Regionalization of the CNS
Ventricular Zone Compatible with the Conceptgenetics. Its tools are microsurgery, three-dimensional
tissue explant cultures, and molecular biology. Neuro- of a Generic Neural Stem Cell?
A concept fundamental to HSC biology is that all ofembryology has sought to understand how inductive
signals act, at the level of fields or groups of progenitor the mature cell types of the hematopoietic system are
derived from a unitary stem cell. As discussed above,cells, to control the differentiation of different neuronal
subtypes (for reviews, see Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996; one of the main goals of NSC biology is to determine
whether an analagous stem cell exists for the nervousJessell, 2000; Joyner et al., 2000; Wilson and Ru-
benstein, 2000). For these reasons, the experimental system. While the prospective isolation of human CNS
NSCs (Uchida et al., 2000) constitutes an important stepapproach and intellectual perspective of neuroembryol-
ogy are inextricably entwined with anatomy. toward this goal, recent studies of neural pattern forma-
tion pose conceptual challenges for the application ofNSC biology, in contrast, has been more concerned
with understanding the control of differentiation at the the HSC concept, in its strictest sense, to the brain.
The simplest conceptualization of a unitary NSC wouldlevel of individual progenitor cells, and how this relates
to issues of lineage and developmental restriction. It invoke an undifferentiated progenitor that is distributed
throughout the CNS ventricular zone and that generatesshares with neuroembryology a strong influence of clas-
sical embryology, but has also been strongly influenced various kinds of neurons according to regionally re-
stricted differentiation signals in different parts of theby hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) biology (Morrison et
al., 1994), in a way that neuroembryology has not. Its nervous system. Recent studies of embryonic neural
pattern formation, however, indicate that this is unlikelytools are antibodies, the FACS machine, and clonogenic
cell cultures. This perspective has historically been less to be the case. Rather, they have revealed that the pro-
cess of neuronal subtype determination begins with re-tied to anatomy than is that of neuroembryology, as
reflected in its iconography (Figure 5). This may be be- gional differentiation of progenitors in the ventricular
zone itself (reviewed in Tanabe and Jessell, 1996; Jes-cause hematopoietic stem cells are often isolated from,
and their differentiation assayed in, suspensions from sell, 2000).
For example, studies in the spinal cord have revealedperipheral blood, rather than in tissue sections. In addi-
tion, the field initially evolved around the study of stem that the ventricular zone can be subdivided, along its
dorsoventral axis, into five transverse subdomains, ac-cells in adult organs (Fuchs and Segre, 2000; Weissman,
2000), where they function in the context of homeostatic cording to the combinatorial expression of different ho-
meodomain transcription factors (Figures 5B, 6A, andturnover, rather than in developmental patterning pro-
cesses. 6C) (Briscoe et al., 2000). All cells within a given subdo-
main of the ventricular zone express such homeodomainThese considerations provide a framework for under-
standing why and how neuroembryology and NSC biol- factors (T. M. Jessell, personal communication), arguing
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against the idea that stem cells are a minor subpopula- lower) could reflect the selective survival or expansion of
different subsets of transplanted stem cells at differenttion that do not express such factors. The migratory and
differentiative behavior of progenitor cells within these injection sites, rather than the pluripotency of a uniform
cell population. Transplantation of single isolated stemdomains is strongly constrained by these transcriptional
regulators. Different neuronal subtypes—motoneurons, cells into different brain sites could, in principle, solve
this problem, but the technical difficulties involved inand various classes of ventral interneurons—emerge from
each progenitor subdomain (Figure 6B), and the fate of such an experiment are formidable. An alternative is to
transplant into different sites the clonogenic progeny ofprogenitors in one such domain can be altered in a
predictable manner by misexpressing in it homeodo- a single stem cell expanded in vitro (Figure 7B, brown
arrows), but this creates the potential for developmentalmain factors characteristic of another (Briscoe et al.,
2000). Similar domains of transcription factor gene ex- reprogramming discussed earlier.
The second problem is that the mere dissociation ofpression have been shown to regionalize the ventricular
zone of the hindbrain and forebrain along the rostrocau- neural tissue necessary to isolate CNS stem cells might
cause a loss of the regional patterning information pres-dal and dorsoventral axes (reviewed in Lumsden and
Krumlauf, 1996; Wilson and Rubenstein, 2000). ent in the ventricular zone. Such tissue dissociation is
not, by contrast, necessary to isolate HSCs from mobi-These observations suggest that stem cells in differ-
ent regions of the developing nervous system are likely lized peripheral blood. The boundaries of the zones of
homeodomain transcription factor expression within thedistinct from one another in their program of transcrip-
tion factor gene expression. Such an anatomical organi- spinal cord (Figure 6A) require mutually repressive inter-
actions between factors expressed in adjacent zoneszation would seem, superficially, to be incompatible with
the concept of a generic NSC. However, we do not know (Briscoe et al., 2000). If the maintenance of such zones
also requires cell–cell interactions at their borders, thenwhether progenitor cells expressing particular homeo-
domain factors are committed to their fate. It is possible dissociation of the spinal cord could lead either to a
loss or a complete deregulation of homeodomain factorthat such cells remain plastic until they have withdrawn
from the cell cycle and left the ventricular zone, for gene expression. In this way, the dissociation of the
neuroepithelium necessary to isolate CNS-NSCs mightexample (McConnell and Kaznowski, 1991; reviewed in
Edlund and Jessell, 1999), and that if they were removed artifactually expand the developmental capacities of
these stem cells, even without the influence of ex vivofrom their normal location and transplanted to a different
site they could be respecified. In that case, the property expansion.
Integrating Stem Cell Biology with Studies of Neuralof “stem-ness” would be independent of regional iden-
tity. Some evidence for respecification of transcription Pattern Formation. The foregoing discussion illustrates
how further progress in neural stem cell biology willfactor gene expression and cell fate has been obtained
from transplantation of pieces of ventricular zone tissue require the integration of the hematopoietic-style ap-
proach with concepts of regional progenitor identity pro-to different positions along the rostrocaudal axis (re-
viewed in Guthrie, 1996). Nevertheless, the capacity for vided by neuroembryology. Once surface markers are
available to prospectively isolate CNS stem cells, it willsuch respecification is transient.
Experimental Implications of Ventricular Zone be critical to determine whether region-specific patterns
of homeodomain transcription factor expression areRegionalization for the Isolation
and Characterization of CNS Stem Cells maintained or deregulated in these cells following their
dissociation and isolation. In addition, it should in princi-The regionalization of the CNS ventricular zone into
microdomains of transcription factor gene expression ple be possible to prospectively isolate CNS stem cells
that express a particular homeodomain gene, by usingpresents experimental as well as conceptual problems
for applying the HSC biological approach to CNS stem its enhancer sequences to drive expression of GFP in
transgenic animals. Transplantation of such cells wouldcells, problems that are not faced in the hematopoietic
system. provide the most direct test of whether they are re-
stricted in the subtypes of neurons they can generate.The first problem is that while one isolated hematopoi-
etic stem cell can, in principle, reconstitute the entire The results of neural patterning studies also bear on
the use of in vitro assays to determine the subtype(s)host tissue from a single injection site (Figure 7A) via
the circulation (Spangrude et al., 1988), one injected of neurons that isolated CNS-NSCs can generate. A
basic assumption underlying NSC biology is that differ-CNS stem cell is highly unlikely to gain access to all
regions of the brain and spinal cord. Therefore, in order entiation of a desired cell type can, in principle, be
achieved in dissociated cell culture if the appropriateto test the full differentiation potential of FACS-isolated
CNS stem cells, it is necessary to transplant them into cocktail of soluble and/or substrate-associated factors
is provided. This assumption reflects the influence ofdifferent regions of the nervous system (spinal cord,
cortex, thalamus, retina, etc.) (Figure 7B, blue arrows). hematopoietic stem cell biology, in which differentiation
of various blood cell lineages from cultured progenitorsThis approach, however, rests on the assumption that
the transplanted population is homogeneous. If, how- can be achieved by the application of different cytokines
(Metcalf, 1989). This approach has been successfullyever, NSCs were to autonomously maintain their micro-
domain-specific programs of transcription factor gene applied to the PNS (reviewed in Patterson, 1978; Stem-
ple and Anderson, 1993), where progenitor cells likeexpression (Figures 5B and 6) (Briscoe et al., 2000) fol-
lowing dissociation, then even an antigenically pure those in the hematopoietic system undergo extensive
dispersal and migration.population of CNS stem cells could be highly heteroge-
neous in its developmental potential. In that case, the In the CNS, however, the process of neuronal subtype
specification is inextricably linked to the three-dimen-observation of site-specific differentiation (Figure 7B,
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Figure 7. Experimental Differences in Evaluating the Developmental Potential of Isolated Hematopoietic and Neural Stem Cells
(A) A single hematopoietic stem cell isolated from peripheral blood can, in the limit, repopulate an entire host immune system following
intravenous injection.
(B) In contrast, the ability of isolated NSCs to generate different neuronal subtypes must be tested by separately transplanting populations
of cells to different regions of the nervous system and evaluating their differentiation (lower). If performed using FACS-isolated progenitors
(right, blue arrows), then the transplanted cells are not clonally related and may be heterogeneous. If performed using the clonal progeny of
NSCs expanded in vitro (left, red arrows), the cells may become reprogrammed during growth in culture. In either case, the tissue dissociation
necessary to isolate NSCs may also change their properties; such dissociation is not necessary to isolate hematopoietic stem cells.
sional patterning of the developing neural tube. Particu- intact neuroepithelial tissue (Figure 8B; reviewed in
Hynes and Rosenthal, 1999) than in typical dissociatedlar subtypes of CNS neurons are now understood to
differentiate within an almost Cartesian coordinate sys- NSC cultures (Figure 8A; see, for example, Daadi and
Weiss, 1999). Thus, the current reliance of many NSCtem of morphogens and other inductive signals, which
define the dorsoventral and rostrocaudal axes of the biologists on dissociated, clonogenic cultures may
make it more difficult to determine the repertoire of neu-neural tube (Jessell and Lumsden, 1997). Such complex
three-dimensional patterning mechanisms may be cru- ronal subtypes available to isolated CNS-NSCs, at least
in vitro.cial for proper neuronal subtype specification and diffi-
cult to reconstitute in dissociated NSC cultures. This Ultimately, it may prove to be the case that the con-
cept of a unitary stem cell, as found in the hematopoieticidea is supported by the fact that, for example, the differ-
entiation of dopaminergic (DA) neurons occurs much system, does not strictly apply to the nervous system.
Rather the CNS may consist of multiple types of stemmore robustly in three-dimensional explant cultures of
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Figure 8. Neural Stem Cell Biological and Neuroembryological Approaches to the Induction of Dopaminergic Neuron Differentiation
(A) Stem cell biological approach, in which dissociated NSC cultures are exposed to different combinations of growth factors. Tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH)-positive cells are indicated by orange dots.
(B) Neuroembryological approach. Dopaminergic (DA) progenitors (orange dots) normally develop anterior to the FGF8-expressing isthmus
(blue arrow) and adjacent to the ventral midline source of Shh (orange arrow). Intact explants of neuroepithelial tissue from different regions
of the neural tube (lower) are cultured in three-dimensional collagen gels. Shh can ventralize dorsal explants from the appropriate position
along the A-P axis and induce TH (left), while FGF8 can anteriorize ventral explants from more posterior positions along the A-P axis to induce
TH as well (right).
cells, all showing the basic properties of self-renewal for such deregulation could create the potential for un-
predictable behavior of the cells in a therapeutic context.and multipotency, but nevertheless restricted in the sub-
types of neurons or glia they can generate according
to the region of the ventricular zone in which they are Conclusions and Perspective
Neuroembryology and Neural Stem Cell Biology:located. Such a view does not negate the value of the
“stem cell concept” for the nervous system, but rather Shall Ever the Twain Meet?
Neural stem cell biology and neuroembryology haveadapts it to the different anatomical and developmental
constraints on that tissue. evolved over the last decade as two separate subdisci-
plines, rather independently of one another. Part of theWhy Does It Matter Whether or Not There Is a Generic
CNS Stem Cell? If CNS-NSCs from different brain areas reason for this is that the two fields have been ad-
dressing different questions in neural development. Forturn out to have different developmental capacities, ac-
cording to their regional identity, then it has important example, until recently most of the work on NSC fate
determination has focused on the choice between neu-implications for both understanding development and
treating disease. We may need to use different kinds ronal and glial fates. By contrast, neuroembryology has
been concerned primarily with the mechanisms thatof NSCs to treat different kinds of neurodegenerative
diseases, according to the area of the brain that they govern neuronal subtype determination. Consequently,
the “end-point” assays, as well as the experimental ma-afflict—for example, mesencephalic stem cells for Par-
kinson Disease, cortical stem cells for Alzheimer’s dis- nipulations, used in the two fields have been different,
making it difficult to compare and integrate results fromease, etc. On the other hand, if isolated stem cells can
generate virtually any kind of neuron or glial cell when the two fields. As neural stem cell biologists become
more interested in neuronal subtype determination, how-transplanted into the brain, does it matter if this pluripo-
tency is an artifact of the isolation or growth methodol- ever, the use of transcription factor markers of neuronal
subtype (e.g., see Greenwood et al., 1999) should makeogy? From a therapeutic perspective (Flax et al., 1998),
perhaps it does not. But from the perspective of under- it easier to relate their findings to those of neuroembryol-
ogists.standing how neural development actually works, it cer-
tainly does matter. And if the pluripotency of isolated Another opportunity for integration is for neuroembry-
ologists to study developmental potential as well as fate.NSCs were indeed caused by tissue dissociation and/
or ex vivo expansion, it would be important to under- Using their impressive batteries of markers, they could
begin to address some of the issues of plasticity raisedstand how and why this occurs at the molecular level,
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by studies of transplanted neural stem cells: to what as opposed to promoting the survival or proliferation
extent does expression of particular transcription fac- of prespecified progenitors. Third, they are useful for
tors signify commitment to, or restriction from, particular determining how developmental changes in cell-intrin-
fates? Is there a unitary cascade or network of growth sic programs restrict the responses of progenitors to
and transcription factors that stem cells must be subject cell-extrinsic signals. This issue is central to understand-
to in order to generate each neuronal subtype, or can ing the molecular basis of commitment and lies at the
a given type of neuron be generated through multiple heart of debates about plasticity and the reversibility of
routes? This latter issue has important implications for developmental restriction.
efforts to deliberately induce differentiation of particular At a conceptual level, neuroembryology has been very
neuronal subtypes in vitro, for therapeutic purposes successful in providing answers to questions about neu-
(e.g., see Hynes and Rosenthal, 2000, for review). ral patterning in terms of the action of diffusible signals
Understanding Neural Stem Cells in the Context and transcription factors across and within “fields” or
of Neural Pattern Formation groups of presumably equipotent cells. What is less well
Our emerging understanding of embryonic neural pat- understood is how these molecules affect the behavior
tern formation presents some serious challenges to tra- of individual cells within these groups. Do transcription
ditional assumptions underlying the stem cell biological factors invariably act cell-autonomously to control cell
approach to neural development. The first is that the identities (Briscoe et al., 2000), or can they also act non-
mere dissociation of neuroepithelial tissue that is neces- cell-autonomously by influencing interactions with other
sary to isolate CNS-NSCs may well deregulate spatial cells (Tomlinson et al., 1988)? Do morphogens and tran-
patterning mechanisms that impose regional identity on scription factors change the genealogy by which stem
progenitor cells in different parts of the brain. That fact cells generate their differentiated derivatives, or simply
complicates the application of the hematopoietic stem the type of derivative but not the lineage? How exactly
cell biological approach to isolating and characterizing does the expression of various transcription factors map
the functional properties of CNS stem cells. onto the various types of stem and progenitor cells that
Irrespective of these complications, the identification have been identified by cell biological studies? How do
of better markers for NSCs will be essential to making all these molecules affect cellular processes such as
further progress in their study. These markers are migration, delamination from the neuroepithelium, adhe-
needed to prospectively isolate NSCs directly from un- sion, cell division, and cell morphology, and to what
cultured neural tissue (Morrison et al., 1999; Uchida et extent are such processes key mediators of the determi-
al., 2000) and to identify them in situ in order to study nation of cell fate? The answers to these cell biological
their behavior in the intact brain. While stem cell biolo- questions should help provide an important missing link
gists have usually relied on cell surface markers (Span- between the action of molecules and the behavior of
grude et al., 1988), in the nervous system the use of groups of cell. Finally, the study of adult NSCs provides
transcription factor markers will also be crucial, in order a unique opportunity to understand how stem cells be-
to relate studies of neural stem cell biology to the control have in the absence of the kind of dynamic patterning
of pattern and regional identity in the neural tube. mechanisms that control embryonic neural develop-
A second challenge posed by neuroembryology is the ment. In these ways, the stem cell biological approach
recognition that the differentiation of particular neuronal seems likely to continue to enrich our understanding of
and glial subtypes in vivo occurs within a highly orga- basic neural development, while simultaneously provid-
nized three-dimensional matrix of graded positional sig- ing exciting new avenues to the treatment of injury and
nals, which may be lost or difficult to reconstitute in illness.
dissociated NSC cultures. More integration between
neural stem cell biology and neuroembryology will be
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